Features
More flexibility
Smart cleaning route
Clever cleaning system
Intelligent safety system

The View is
Better than Ever
For effortless cleaning and longer-lasting results

Tired of cleaning your windows? Annoyed by the hassle and the time wasted? Then let us introduce you to the WINBOT X. The WINBOT X ensures clean windows whenever you want – without
you having to lift a finger! We all know how annoying manual window cleaning can be, especially
when cleaning windows that are hard to reach. But the innovative WINBOT X now makes window
cleaning a breeze – inside, outside and in hard-to-reach places – without you having to perform any
acrobatics . It has a battery life of 50 minutes, during which it can move freely along the window as
it cleans. So if you‘ve got better things to do with your time than to clean windows, the WINBOT X is
what you need. The WINBOT X window cleaning robot is cordless, which means it does not require
an annoying power cable and can be used pretty much anywhere. Once you attach the safety system with air vacuum sensor to ensure the WINBOT X is mounted correctly, your handy little helper
automatically gets to work.

FEATURES
A cordless robot for more flexibility

Intelligent technology

The WINBOT X window cleaning robot is
cordless, which means it does not require an
annoying power cable and can be used pretty
much anywhere. Once you attach the safety
system with air vacuum sensor to ensure the
WINBOT X is mounted correctly, your handy little
helper automatically gets to work.

Easy to use
Elaborate cleaning system
Convenient remote control
Audio and visual warning signals

Automatically chooses the smartest cleaning route
Once the WINBOT X is placed on the window, it
automatically chooses the most efficient cleaning
route. Its integrated navigation technology helps
it to navigate the window, making the WINBOT X
move either horizontally or vertically.

Clever cleaning system for ideal cleaning results
Thanks to its comprehensive cleaning procedure,
the WINBOT X is able to clean windows
precisely and quickly. Depending on your needs,
the WINBOT X can be set to automatic or deep
clean mode. The deep clean mode ensures even
better cleaning results by repeatedly cleaning a
certain area.

Intelligent safety system
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The intelligent safety system ensures your
WINBOT X is always secure. A suction pad with
integrated air vacuum sensor is connected to the
main robot through a 2.4GHz connection. If a
secure grip is not detected, the sensor activates
a warning signal and automatically stops the
WINBOT X.

Edge Detection Technology

What‘s in the box?
1

Window cleaning robot WINBOT X

1

Remote control with batteries

1

Power adaptor

1

Safety pod

1

Extension cord

1

Tether

4

Cleaning pads

1

Cleaning solution

1

Instruction manual

Specifications
Name

WINBOT X

Sound level

approx. 74 dB

Charging time

approx. 3 h

Battery

Lithium 3000mAh

Maximum operating time

approx. 50 min.

Minimum cleaning area

50 x 50 cm

Weight

2.9 kg

Dimensions of robot

245 x 245 x 109 mm

Product packaging weight

4,4 kg

Product packaging dimensions

462 x 298 x 135 mm

Packing weight

4,8 kg

Packing dimensions

475 x 144 x 312 mm

EAN

6970135030286

Technical and design specifications may be changed in the course of continuous product improvement. Product testing is performed under standard lab conditions.
Actual performance may vary. All images shown are for illustration purpose only and may slightly differ from the actual product.
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